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Allday Ihave been filling out evaluations for students'
progress from the school year. We have only only have 12full
school days left. This activity forces reflection on the school
year.
--- In many ways this has been an exceptionally good ftrst yearat ICSV. I have learned so much about teaching middle
school. They are challenging in a different set of ways than
adults. I have truly loved getting to know them and their
interests and experiences they've had all over the world.
Here's a picture of one of my students. She also played
basketball. She has gone to school in many different
languages and needed help catching up to her grade level.
She certainly has worked hard and risen several grade levels in
reading! I wouldn't be surprised if she read through every
book in the library by the time she graduates!

We (and other students) have had in-depth conversations about life, careers, religion, and of
course, school. I have grown to love these students dearly. I'm working on letters to each of
them for the last day of school.
But they have endured a great sadness. We lost a 7th grade student in a swimming accident
May 1st. We have grieved as a school. I grieved at the memorial service, not only because of
his loss, but also because one of my 7th grade students gave a eulogy. He beautifully described
his best friend. It hurts to see so many grieving children. Please continue to pray for them all
as they continue to process the loss. We are all learning together that "the joy of the Lord is
our strength."
As I am wrapping up things for this year, I am preparing things for next year! I am
developing a scope and sequence plan for all the classes I will teach. We then make a year long
plan- basically an outline of topics, projects, and tests for the entire year. I feel much more
prepared than last year to do them.
Next, I would like to give you a little report on Vienna Christian Center. Even though I am
not working there, I still am involved. This weekend we have the largest event of the year. All
the fellowships meet together for a service at one of the big parks. We expect more than
3,000 people to attend! A large stage is being set up in the park as I type. At the end, everyone
shares their picnic lunches. It's a great way to try new foods- just browse picnic blankets! I
will be taking video and pictures to make promos for next year and a highlights reel.
Finally, I will be in Alabama for a while in the summer. I would love to catch up and tell you
all about the ministries here. Please reach out if you want to meet! I can also schedule times
for churches, even a 5 minute window is a great way to talk about missions in a tangible way!
I've learned so much in a couple years here and I am thankful that it isn't over!
Through the difficult times, I thanked God for you everyday. I want to leave you with a
word of encouragement. Jesus said, "These things I have spoken to you, so that in me you may
have peace. In the world you have tribulation, but take courage; I have overcome the world."
John 16:33. Take courage. Thank you for working with me while I work with the diverse,
international population in Vienna. I look forward to telling you all about it.
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